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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The study of elastic structures has traditionally relied quite 

heavily on the use of St. Venant's Principle. This principle states 

that any self-equilibrating load system will have no noticeable effect 

on portions of a structure which are far from the region of application 

of the loads. Using this principle, concentrated stresses are assumed 

to spread out, or "diffuse," through a material until they are equili- 

brated, not by other concentrated stresses, but by an "average" stress 

spread over a large area. With isotropic materials, such a principle is 

quite useful, since basic "rules of thumb" for the rate of stress diffu- 

sion are known. In other words, the vague word "far" has received 

definition through experience in working with isotropic materials. With 

orthotropic materials, however, different materials display different 

rates of stress diffusion. The type of stress applied can also affect 

the distance from the boundaries at which St. Venant's approximation 

becomes valid, since some materials transmit normal stress concentra- 

tions great distances but diffuse shear stress quickly, and vice versa. 

Thus, end effects are frequently much more critical in orthotropic 

materials than in isotropic materials. This problem shows up frequently 

in experiments designed to measure mechanical properties of materials. 

For example, differences in the test specimen and testing machine geom- 

etries can cause significant variations in the results of rail shear and 

tensile coupon tests of both isotropic and orthotropic materials. But 

the properties of the orthotropic materials themselves can cause varia-



tion in the results, too, whereas most isotropic results will have equal 

validity,.more or less regardless of the material properties. 

Because of the effects of material properties, structures construc- 

ted from orthotropic materials often require extensive analysis, even 

when they are geometrically simple. These analyses are most frequently 

done with finite element models, rarely with exact solutions. Many fac- 

tors have influenced this trend, among them the ease with which modern 

finite element programs are implemented and the difficulty of finding 

exact solutions for cases involving complicated boundary geometries and 

loadings. 

Despite their advantages, however, finite element solutions do have 

their problems. For certain loadings or structural shapes, the mesh 

layout is important if accurate answers are to be obtained. Setting up 

the computer input for finite element models can require massive amounts 

of expensive engineering man-hours. Furthermore, the assumptions used 

in the definition of elements (constant-strain, linear-strain, etc.) may 

introduce errors that can lead to inaccuracy if too coarse of a mesh is 

defined. Finally, even though they are usually the least expensive 

method of analysis, most finite element programs are still quite costly 

to run, in terms of computer time and core required. 

Exact, general solutions to boundary value problems of plane elas- 

ticity can be used to solve some of the same problems that finite ele- 

ments are used to solve. When one of these solutions is used for a 

given geometrical shape, no re-definition of a finite element mesh is 

required to change loading conditions. The computer implementations of



these solutions may require less computer time to reach a given level of 

accuracy than a finite element program, thus making the exact solution 

the less expensive of the two. Also (and probably of the most practical 

use in the long run), if regions over which the exact solutions are 

valid can be joined together to form more complicated shapes, they 

become “super elements" in a new sort of finite element solution. In 

this fashion, finite element models can be constructed with concern only 

for matching the boundary geometry of the item being modeled. Hope- 

fully, then, accurate results can be obtained with fewer elements, i.e. 

fewer computer resources. 

In this thesis, an exact solution for the general plane stress pro- 

blem in a rectangular slab of orthotropic material is considered. The 

principal axes of the material are aligned parallel with the sides of 

the slab. Only stress boundary conditions are treated; however, the 

inclusion of displacement boundary conditions in the analysis is discus- 

sed briefly in Appendix A. The solution is valid for general boundary 

stresses, as long as they can be represented by Fourier series. 

This solution is then used: to work two problems similar to those 

encountered in materials testing. The stress fields found are examined 

for the effects of orthotropy, and the possibilities for future use of 

the solution are discussed.



Chapter 2 

BACKGROUND 

Three commonly used structural analysis procedures are finite 

elements, boundary collocation, and Fourier analysis. The finite 

element method is well-documented in books such as Gallagher [1] and 

Zienkiewicz [2] and will be dealt with here only briefly. Finite ele- 

ment methods require the division of the region to be analyzed into 

smaller regions, or "elements." Within each of these regions, the form 

of an approximate solution for a stress field is assumed. Enforcement 

of boundary conditions and interelement continuity of displacement then 

gives a piecewise continuous solution for the stresses over the region. 

Similar to the finite element method is boundary collocation, or 

"point matching," which is described in the papers by Slot and Yalch [3] 

and Hooke [4]. For this method, an "exact'’ solution for the stresses in 

a region of material is developed by requiring the stress field to match 

known values at given points on the boundaries. Unlike the finite 

element method, however, the stress field solution is good over the 

entire region being analyzed, not merely on one small portion of the 

region. 

Still another way to handle boundary value problems is to specify a 

solution form that allows the boundary conditions to be met exactly, 

rather than merely from point to point. This can be done with infinite 

series of polynomials, but is more often done with Fourier series. It 

is to Fourier series solutions that this thesis is devoted. 

The idea of using Fourier series to describe complicated boundary



conditions in exact elasticity solutions is not new. The method de- 

scribed by Timoshenko and Goodier {5], in which a Fourier series stress 

function is specified so as to match the conditions on two opposing 

boundaries, has been in use for many years. A problem arises with this 

method when stress-free boundaries are specified. Since the two sup- 

posedly stress-free boundaries frequently acquire "residual" stresses 

from the solution, a new series solution must be formulated to cancel 

these stresses, i.e. to restore the stress-free condition on the adja- 

cent boundaries. These series, in turn, will leave residuals on the 

original boundaries, and must in turn be cancelled. The process can be 

repeated as many times as necessary to reduce the residuals to accept- 

able magnitudes. In 1944, Pickett [6] proposed a method to effectively 

"automate" this procedure. By taking series stress functions which are 

functions of two dimensions, all boundary conditions can be met simul- 

taneously. Details of this method are described in Little [7] and 

Chapter 4 of this thesis. 

Several papers using Fourier analysis are also of interest. 

Theocaris and Dafermos [8] have used Pickett's method to analyze a thin 

strip of isotropic material subjected to displacement along a single 

boundary. Mansfield and Best [9] used Fourier analysis in their devel- 

opment of a "load diffusion length" parameter. This parameter allows 

comparison of orthotropic and isotropic materials in terms of the dis- 

tance from the boundaries at which St. Venant's Principle becomes valid. 

Choi and Horgan [10] develop series solutions, which they then use to 

demonstrate the potential problems involved in applying St. Venant's



Principle to anisotropic materials. Their examples consist of rectangu- 

lar strips, loaded only on the short ends in pure extension and pure 

bending.



Chapter 3 

PLANE ELASTICITY REVIEW 

Many practical problems in elasticity can be considered to have the 

two-dimensional nature of plane stress or plain strain. In the former, 

the material considered must form a thin slab. Loads are applied only 

on the slab edges in the plane of the slab, not on the faces, and do not 

vary across the slab thickness. Plane strain, on the other hand, re- 

quires a relatively thick body, restrained against deformation in the 

thickness direction. With either of these conditions, the distributions 

of stress and strain can be considered to be functions in only two 

dimensions (normal to the thickness), usually denoted x and y. The 

following discussion deals briefly with the generation of the equations 

of plane elasticity. For more comprehensive treatments of the subject, 

see Lekhnitskii [11], Timoshenko and Goodier [5], and Little [7]. 

To develop the equations governing plane elasticity, the equili- 

brium of a small rectangular element is considered first. By enforcing 

force equilibrium in both the x- and y-directions, then making the ele- 

ment differentially small, the following conditions on the stresses 

result (see Fig. 1): 
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=~ ++a-=0 (1) 
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30 OT 
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oy ox 

where A and B are the x- and y-components, respectively, of body force 

per unit volume. For purposes of this paper, body forces are considered
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to be negligible, leading to the following equations: 

30, . oT. 

dx oy = 0 ©) 

00 oT 

sy tae =O. (4) 

To enforce continuity of displacement, it is required that the strain 

field satisfy the equation of compatibility: 

ye te 
Y . xy (5) 

2 302 axdy 
  

Furthermore, given that 

Zz "XZ yz 

then Hooke's Law gives 

e. = $549, + S395, + Sy 6t xy (6) 

Ey = S155, + S55 oy + S56t xy (7) 

Vey = 546% + S96 oy + Set xy? (8) 

where the elastic compliances S44 are as defined in Jones [12]. 

To facilitate solution of the above equations, a "stress function," 

d, is defined by the following relations: 

x by 
and T =- >. 9 Ky (9) 

Substituting these relations into the equilibrium equations shows that 

equilibrium is satified identically by > of this form. Further substi- 

tution and combination with Hooke's Law and compatibility give a single 

equation in ¢ which must be satisfied in order for $¢ to describe a valid
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stress field. This equation is as follows: 

  

4 4 4 4 
0 a 9 oo a9 6 S,.—? - 25 + (28,, + $,,)-——*> - 28,“ 

22, 4 265 35 12 66 9x7 Dy" 16, say? 

4 (10) 
ad _ 

+ Siu = 0 
oy 

Solving this fourth-order differential equation in a general fashion is 

very difficult, so a further simplification is desired. If the material 

is restricted to being orthotropic (that is, to having three mutually 

perpendicular planes of material symmetry), with the directions of the 

x- and y-axes aligned with the principal material directions, then the 

compliances S36 and So¢ are zero and the differential equation becomes 

ar S35 ++ (28,, + 5.0) 
4 4 
ft +3, 22-0. (11) 

ox oy” oy 

Using standard engineering constants, this equation is 

  

1 9°6 1 2%12. 346 136 | 
But G- EOC a at Et (12) 

2 Ox 12 1 ox dy 1 oy 

A further specialization is possible. If the material is isotropic 

with 

Ey 

the compatibility equation becomes (after simplification) 

4 4 4 
39,590 ,I%_LG | (13) 4 

  

OX 3xo By" Oy 

This equation is known as the "biharmonic equation," and is frequently 

written as
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vo =0. (14) 

In either of the above equations (12 or 13), any function $ that sat- 

isfies the equation and stress boundary conditions by equation 9 pro- 

duces a valid stress field and is the solution to the boundary value 

problem of plane stress.



Chapter 4 

METHOD OF SOLUTION 

4.1 Analytical Work   

To solve the "orthotropic biharmonic" (Equation 12), we must first 

recognize that there are twelve distinct polynomial terms which satisfy 

the equation identically, term by term. These are 

3 2 2 
1 =c, +tec,x + Cay + c,x + c.xy + Coy + cix 

1 2 5 7 

(15) 

+ Cex + coxy + Cry + cae y + c1XY 

If we consider these terms as part of the solution to Equation 12, the 

remaining part of the general solution is in the form of a double 

Fourier series as follows: 

5 = styl fn E08 gy? + gfy)cos(8_x)] + 

(16) 

(2 Mao sin(a,y) + k ¢y)sin(6 x) ] 

where 

_ At _ nut, 
OH ~ ft ? Ba g 

and £ and t are the half-lengths of the slab in the x- and y-directions, 

respectively (see Figure 2). The form of the functions £ Os gi fy) > 

ho @, and ky) can then be found by assuming the basic form 

SX 
f(x) = Fe (17) 

and substituting into the differential equation (12). Then, any portion 

of this solution (£ Gs)cos(ay), k Gy sin(6 x), etc.) will give a
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characteristic equation of the form 

  

s' - Ast +B=0, (18) 

where 

2v) E 

A= Ele - =] and B==. 
12 1 1 

When the roots to the characteristic equation are found, we see that 

there are three possible cases; these are: 

1) roots are real, in pairs ---s=+u, +v (u,v > 0, u # v) 

2) roots are real and equal in pairs --- s +u (u > 0) 

3) roots are complex --- s = +u + iv (u,v > 0; i = v-1) 

We now explore each of these cases separately. 

When the roots are real in pairs, case (1), the functions £ fs) 

gfy)s h(x), and ko) have the form 

a a ug xX Va_xX —ud_xX -vol_xX 
fx) = a,.e 2 + aye 0 + a,e n + a, se n . (19) 

These can be written in another fashion using the form 

£ Gs) = [SS1 cosh (ua_x) + ASI | sinh (uax) | /cosh(ua_ 2) 

(20) 
+ [SS3_ cosh(va_x) + AS3 | sinh (vax) ]/cosh(va_ 2) 

The terms cosh(ua,, 2) and cosh(va_&) are inserted to avoid numerical 

instability in computation, and the coefficients (SS1_; etc.) are used 

to define states of svmmetry in x and y. The first letter in each 

coefficient describes the symmetry with respect to x, while the second 

letter shows symmetry in y ("S'" denotes symmetry, while "A" denotes 

anti-symmetry). Since any function can be represented as the sum of a 

symmetric function and an anti-symmetric function, a combination of
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general symmetric x - symmetric y (SS), symmetric x - antisymmetric y 

(SA), antisymmetric x - symmetric y (AS), and antisymmetric x - anti- 

symmetric y (AA) functions can be used to represent any function in two 

dimensions. By setting the problem up with symmetry conditions noted at 

the outset, certain manipulations can more easily be used to take advan- 

tage of symmetries in the solution for coefficients. This makes the 

solution more straightforward, and is the reason for the designation of 

the coefficients chosen. Roots corresponding to case (1) occur in the 

analysis of highly unidirectional materials such as fiber-reinforced 

composites. In fact, any orthotropic material in which either of the 

normal moduli E, and E, is significantly larger than the shear modulus 
1 2 

Gio will fall into this class. 

For equal pairs of real roots, case (2), the functions fo), 

gfy); hoes), and km”) have the form 

“ud xX ug x 
x)e n fs) = (ain + ay xe n + (a3, + ann 

[SS1_ cosh(ua_x) + SS3 ua x sinh (ua_x) (21) 

+ ASI sinh (ua._x) + AS3 ux cosh(ua_x)}/cosh(ua, 2) . 

As with the previous case, the coefficients denote symmetry condition, 

and a normalizing term is included. 

Case (3), while not discussed in this thesis, is nevertheless quite 

Significant. Any material with large shear modulus G (as compared to 
12 

the normal moduli Ey and E,) fits into this case. For instance, graph- 

ite/epoxy in unidirectional form has material properties [13] 

19.2 x 10° psi Ey 

1.56 x 10° psi Ey
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0.82 x 10° psi Gio 

v 0.238 
12 

and falls into case (1). However, using this material in angle-ply 

laminates having the stacking sequence [to] mmetric raises the shear 

modulus while lowering the maximum normal modulus, and gives properties 

corresponding to case (3) when 9 lies in the range 

25.1° < 6 < 64.9° . 

Since laminates of this form are used frequently in composite struc- 

tures, this latter case obviously is important. 

The partial series solutions are next combined to form the bulk of 

the solution for the stress function 6. The polynomial terms (Equation 

15) are then added to this result to form the complete solution; how- 

ever, several simplifications are immediately possible. Since we are 

unconcerned with rigid-body motion of the slab, we can eliminate the 

polynomial terms c c,x, and C2 from consideration and keep only those 
1’ ~2 

terms which, upon differentiation, yield non-zero values of stress 

(recall the definition of the stress function, Equation 9). Further- 

more, Since the series part of the solution is of a general form, it is 

logical to suspect that at least some parts of the polynomial solution 

can be modeled by the series, eliminating the need to carry them through 

the solution. It is less apparent, however, which terms must be kept 

and which can be discarded. Little [7] discards c ey and C1 5X 
11 

retaining the Fourier series terms and 

2 2 3 
x + Coxy + Coy +cix +#¢C 

2 2 3 
c 7 3X y+ CoXy + Cio’ > 
4
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but even this is an overspecification of the problem. In fact, the 

terms 

_ 2 2 2 2 
> = ¢)x + Caxy + Cey + Cox ¥ + CoXY > (23) 
partial 

when added to the Fourier series terms, are sufficient for a completely 

general solution. It is possible that different researchers, using 

different manipulation techniques from those employed in this paper, 

could find even some of the above terms to be superfluous, thus simpli- 

fying the solution even further. It is also important to note that some 

redundant terms may actually be desirable, due to the slow convergence 

of the Fourier series when used to model these polynomials. By taking 

these terms outside the series, it is possible that the convergence rate 

of the series solution can be improved significantly. For the purposes 

of this thesis, however, the solution forms used are those involving 

only the polynomial terms of Equation 23. 

The polynomial terms mentioned above (Equation 23) are needed in 

the development of this paper for several reasons. To model any general 

one-dimensional function with a Fourier trigonometric series, we require 

an arbitrary constant, and two sequences of arbitrary constant coef- Ag» 

ficients, ay and bw combined in the form: 

oO 

f(x) = ay + a a_cos(8 x) + Lb b sin(6_ x) . (24) 

With the proper choices of a a.» and bw this combination can repr- Q? 

esent any general function f(x), so long as this function meets certain 

fairly simple criteria, called the “Dirichlet conditions." See, for
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example, Gowar and Baker [14], Wylie [15], or any of a number of other 

mathematical texts. In order to take advantage of symmetry, the bound- 

ary stresses are dealt with, not as stresses along single boundaries, 

but as the sums and differences of stresses along opposing boundaries. 

When this is done, each sum and each difference of boundary stress must 

have the basic form of Equation 24. When the polynomial terms of Equa- 

tion 23 are included, this criterion is met. Though some "extra" terms 

appear in the expressions for several of the sums and differences, they 

are found to be necessary to insure a general form in others of the 

expressions. 

Using the polynomial and series terms, we construct an expression 

for the stress function as shown in Appendix B. This stress function is 

differentiated to give expressions for the stresses as shown in the same 

appendix. These stress expressions are then evaluated at the boundaries 

and set equal to the applied stresses at those boundaries. Due to the 

symmetries of the stress expressions, many of the unknown coefficients 

"cancel out'' when stresses on opposing boundaries are added to or sub- 

tracted from each other. For example, if 

oGx,y) = f(x,y) + g(x,y) , (25) 

where f(x,y) is symmetric in x and g(x,y) is antisymmetric in x, then 

the boundary conditions on oO, are 

o(+2,y) = F(+2,9) + g(th,y) 

£(2,y) + g(2,y) 

and we have 

oC.) + O(-2,y) = 2(f(2,y)) (27)
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and 

oO (Ry) - O(-2,y) = 2(g(2,y)) (28) 

Thus, the arbitrary constants of f(x,y) are separated from those of 

g(x,y). 

Next, we recognize that either function, f(2,y) or g(2,y) can be 

decomposed into the sum of symmetric and antisymmetric functions in y. 

To separate these, we employ the same technique as is used to find the 

coefficients of a Fourier series; that is, we multiply the function, 

2(f£(,y)) or 2(g(2,y)), by either cos(a_y) or sin(a_y) and integrate 

over the range of the function (from -t to t, in this example). If we 

define the following terms: 

t 

142. | [o (2,y) + 0, (-2%,y) ]cos (ay) dy 

=t 

oO I 

(29) 

= | 2[£(2,y) ]cos(a_y)dy 

and 

Sino 7 | [o, (2,9) + 0 (-%,y) ]sin(a_y)dy 

(30) 

= | 2[£(2,y) |sin(a_y)dy , 

then the sum of applied stresses can be expressed in Fourier series form 

as
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[o.(2,y) + a (-2,y)] = 

(31) 
st C,,, + L 
2t ~1+2 t 

oO 

00 

- M142 cos (ay) + S142, sin(a_y)].- 

More importantly, however, this tactic produces explicit expressions for 

half of the arbitrary coefficients in the series in terms of the other 

half. The coefficients of the polynomial terms are found as functions 

of the boundary conditions and the series coefficients, and equations 

are found which can be used to relate the remaining coefficients to each 

other in series form as follows. 

For any given state of symmetry in x and y (SS, SA, AS, or AA), two 

infinite sets of coefficients remain to be found. Each coefficient in 

the x-direction is given by an equation involving an infinite series of 

the corresponding coefficient in the y-direction, and vice versa. By 

truncating these series, putting the resulting expressions into matrix 

form, and manipulating, approximations to the coefficients can be found. 

Taking more terms should increase the accuracy of the approximation, 

with the solution for the coefficients becoming exact in the limit as 

more terms are taken. It is worthy of note that these coefficients are 

then used in a solution for a stress function which, like the solution 

for the coefficients themselves, becomes exact in the limit as more 

terms are taken. See Appendix C for a complete listing of the equations 

to be manipulated for solutions of cases (1) and (2). 

4.2 Computer Implementation   

To solve the equations described previously, computer program was
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written and programmed on a Control Data Corporation Cyber 173 computer 

at the Langley Research Center of the National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration. A brief description of this program follows. For a 

user's guide and flow chart, see Appendices D and E, respectively. 

After receiving input of material properties and the Fourier series 

coefficients for the boundary stresses, the program calculates the roots 

of the characteristic equation from the material properties and decides 

which solution form to use. The subroutine corresponding to that form 

is then called to solve for the unknown coefficients. The various 

symmetry cases are solved one at a time by filling matrices with the 

values indicated in Appendix C, then calling a matrix manipulation sub- 

routine to perform a set of operations common to all symmetry cases. At 

the end of these operations, the coefficients for the symmetry cases in 

question are put into the proper storage locations and the matrix rou- 

tine returns control to the routine which fills the matrices. The next 

symmetry case is then solved in the same fashion, until all symmetry 

cases are done. Any single type of symmetry can be considered (to the 

exclusion of all others), or the program can solve all four types in 

turn, thus solving a general (asymmetric) loading case. Once ali coef- 

ficients have been found, they are printed out for inspection. Next, a 

check on the accuracy of the solution is given by printing out the input 

boundary conditions (found by summing the input Fourier series) in 

columns beside the corresponding output boundary conditions (found by 

summing the exact solution on the boundaries). This feature can also be 

used to check for errors in input. Finally, the locations for which
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stress values are desired are checked, stresses are calculated at these 

locations, and a subroutine is called to print or plot these stresses in 

useful form. 

Several problems arise in implementing the computer code. It has 

already been pointed out that normalizing terms, based on the maximum 

values of x and y, are included to prevent terms involving hyperbolic 

functions from getting too large and destroying the accuracy of the 

series (by requiring the differences of large numbers to be much smaller 

than the numbers themselves). For plates with high or low aspect ratios 

(2/t greater than about 4 or less than about 0.25), the arguments of 

terms Like cosh(ua, 2), which is equal to cosh(unT%/t), become too large 

for the computer to handle when higher-order terms are taken, i.e. when 

n becomes large (n approximately equal to 50). Thus, the solutions for 

these plates require that fewer terms of the series solution be taken. 

It is possible that this may lead to unacceptable accuracy if the 

loading is such as to require a large number of terms for convergence of 

its Fourier series representation. 

Another possible difficulty is the anticipated lack of convergence 

of Fourier series at the corners of the rectangle. For certain types of 

loading, this behavior can reasonably be expected to cause problems, not 

only with the stresses calculated at the corners, but also with the 

solution over the entire plate. The problem was avoided in this thesis 

by suitable choice of loadings, but bears some investigation by future 

researchers. 

Two test cases (see Appendix F) were chosen, and plots of stresses
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were generated for isotropic and orthotropic plates of varying aspect 

ratios. The test cases used were selected for their similarity to 

actual problems encountered in materials testing and to demonstrate the 

wide applicability of the program developed.



Chapter 5 

RESULTS 

5.1 General Results   

In the course of debugging and running the computer program descri- 

bed in Chapter 4, several general trends were immediately noticed. The 

boundary condition check, performed by summing the input Fourier series 

and comparing the values generated to the "exact" series solution eval- 

uated at the boundaries, typically showed output values within one per- 

cent of input when 50 series terms were taken. Some discontinuous or 

otherwise difficult-to-model boundary value functions showed output 

differing from input by as much as ten percent, while some relatively 

smooth boundary functions gave accuracy within 107? percent. The values 

of output near the corners of the slab were not, in general, as accurate 

as values in other locations. 

While the minimum number of series terms required for acceptable 

accuracy was not established, the use of 35 terms gave comparable accu- 

racy to the use of 50 in the two test cases described in Appendix F. 

Furthermore, the average amount of computer time used with 35 terms was 

26 seconds for the case (2) isotropic material and 35 seconds for the 

case (1) unidirectional orthotropic material. These are substantial 

reductions from the 35 and 50 second run times required to use 50 terms 

in the solutions of cases (2) and (1), respectively. 

24
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5.2 Test Case Results 
  

5.2.1 "Tensile Coupon" Test Case 

The "tensile coupon" test described in Appendix F was used to 

demonstrate the effects of material properties on the diffusion of 

applied shear stresses into mid-slab normal stresses. This test showed 

the applied shear stress Thy to diffuse to approximately constant normal 

stress 0, within 0.7 widths of the point of application of the load. 

Figure 3 illustrates this by showing the variation of normal stress with 

position for an isotropic slab of aspect ratio 2. By examining Figure 

4, it can be seen that the applied shear on the orthotropic slab dif- 

fuses to approximately constant O,. within approximately 1.5 widths of 

the load. 

The internal distributions of Tay are shown in Figures 5 and 6 for 

orthotropic and isotropic materials, respectively. In the orthotropic 

plot (Fig. 5), the internal shear is seen to diffuse to the expected 

value of zero within about one width of the applied load. Figure 6, the 

isotropic plot, demonstrates the requirement (by symmetry) that Tay be 

zero along the center line (x/% = 0.0), regardless of diffusion. 

The distribution of normal stress oy induced by the boundary stress 

is seen to decay to approximately zero within one width for both iso- 

tropic and orthotropic materials. Figure 7 shows the plot of oy for an 

isotropic plate of aspect ratio 4. This plot is fairly representative 

of the form of both isotropic and orthotropic cases.
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5.2.2 "Rail Shear" Test Case 

The ‘rail shear" test, described in Appendix F, was incorporated to 

show the behavior of a specimen in which most of the material is in 

shear. Figure 8 provides an example of the normal stress oy behavior of 

the "rail shear" specimen. All specimens showed essentially identical 

behavior, with only the magnitude of the stress changing. This is an 

aspect ratio effect, since higher magnitudes of oy are required to 

satisfy moment equilibrium for lower aspect ratio specimens. 

Aspect ratio provides most of the variation in normal stress oO, 

distribution for the "rail shear" tests. The distributions of O,. in 

orthotropic and isotropic plates have nearly identical forms and magni- 

tudes for a given aspect ratio, though the maximum magnitude of OL, is 

slightly lower for orthotropic materials at low aspect ratios. At high 

aspect ratios, the difference in magnitudes due to material properties 

is negligible. See Figures 9 and 10 for O, plots for an isotropic plate 

of aspect ratio 1.0 and an orthotropic plate of aspect ratio 6.0, 

respectively. 

Figures 11 and 12 show the shear distribution in isotropic plates 

of aspect ratios 1.0 and 6.0, respectively. A comparison of these plots 

serves to illustrate the smoothing of the curves for Tay as aspect ratio 

increases in both isotropic and orthotropic plates. Orthotropic plates 

of low aspect ratio, however, tended to display vy behavior similar to 

isotropic plates of slightly higher aspect ratio (see Fig. 13). The 

material properties were of little consequence to the shear stress field 

at higher aspect ratios. At the edge of the stress boundary
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(x/2 = 0.8), the behavior at y = + t shows a value of Tey = 0.5 instead 

of the anticipated value of 1.0 . This is a result of the fact that 

Fourier series give average values at discontinuities, so the applied 

boundary stress input at this point is, in fact, Ty = 0.5, rather than 

1.0.



Chapter 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 Conclusions 

A method for solving exactly the stress field in a slab of ortho- 

tropic material was developed. Tests were run to determine the useful- 

ness of the method. The procedure suggested by Pickett [6] shows consi- 

derable promise for use in the analysis of both isotropic and ortho- 

tropic materials. Short run times and ease of implementation of the 

method are major reasons arguing for its use in place of other methods; 

its accuracy may be another. 

One of the expected benefits of the method proved to be non- 

existent. It was originally anticipated that all rectangular membranes 

could be analyzed with similar accuracy, but this was found not to be 

true. The inability of the computer to handle large arguments of hyper- 

bolic sine and cosine functions limits the number of terms which can be 

taken in the series solution. For plates with high aspect ratios, this 

limitation can become critically small and destroy the accuracy of the 

solution. On the other hand, since end effects are usually least impor- 

tant in these plates, this may not cause major difficulty. 

The ability to find stress values at any point in the slab is 

significant. No longer is the researcher forced to accept a stress 

value from, say, the center of the nearest element in place of the 

stress value at the location desired. As with most approximate tech- 

niques, problems of convergence do arise, especially at the corners. 

The significance of these remains to be determined. 
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The complete solution form was shown to require fewer polynomial 

terms than had appeared in the previous literature, but the importance 

of this was not fully investigated. 

6.2 Recommendations for Further Study 

The first and most important task for future researchers using 

Pickett's method is to develop the solution for case (3), involving 

complex eigenvalues for the governing differential equation (Equation 

12). Due to the significance of materials which fall into this case 

(for example a [+ 45°] laminate of graphite/epoxy), the inclu- 
symmetric 

sion of this solution is very important. Once this is done, a thorough 

study of convergence, accuracy, and computing cost for Pickett's method 

needs to be undertaken. These parameters should be compared to similar 

parameters for one or more finite element programs. 

Assuming that the suggested research proceeds with no major diffi- 

culties, the author suggests that a displacement solution be formulated 

(see Appendix A), thus allowing the solution of much more general (and 

realistic) problems. Since the displacement solution involves fewer 

differentiations to extract relevant quantities (stresses and strains), 

its accuracy and convergence rate may be significantly better than the 

stress solution. This would suggest that the formulation of the dis- 

placement solution could be worthwhile even if the stress solution has 

marginal accuracy and convergence. Of course, the displacement solution 

should be scrutinized for convergence, accuracy, and required computer 

resources in the same manner used for the stress solution. 

Once a displacement solucion has been found, investigated, and
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deemed worthy of further development, a method for joining one of these 

rectangular slabs to another needs to be developed. If this can be 

accomplished, the slab for which the displacement solution holds can be 

turned into a finite element, capable of deforming compatibly with its 

neighbors. For the time being, this joining of solutions must necessar- 

ily involve a minimal number of elements, due to computer limitations. 

However, more powerful computers already being developed make the con- 

cept of “exact™ finite elements appear feasible in the very near future, 

and the technology required for them needs to be developed now. 

Another area which bears investigation is the effect of including 

"superfluous" polynomial terms in the general solutions. While it would 

seem that the inclusion of these terms (some of which are very slowly 

convergent when expressed as Fourier series) should speed convergence, 

it is also possible that the convergence could be slowed or destroyed. 

A more detailed look at this question is in order.
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Appendix A 

INCLUSION OF DISPLACEMENT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS IN THE ANALYSIS 

To include displacement boundary conditions in the exact solution 

analysis, the problem is reformulated using the displacements u (for the 

x-direction) and v (for the y-direction) as the variables of interest. 

All of the assertions made in Chapter 3 as to the character of the pro- 

blem (plane stress, rectangular slab, etc.) are still considered to hold 

true. 

At this point, we note the definitions of the normal and shear 

strains: 

—€ =u, , € =v, ; Y =u, t+v,_- (A-1) 

Also, we realize that we need the stiffness version of Hooke's Law: 

ox ~ 011 x + Q12%y * 81 6Yxy 

Oo (A-2) y ~ Yak F 2k&y F 6Y xy 

t xy ~ 216 x + Q06%y + 266 ‘xy , 

where the stiffnesses Qs; are as defined in Jones [12]. Using these 

definitions, the equilibrium equations (3 and 4) become 

G1 Max F 2 Yay F G6 Yoay FY x xy XX 

(A-3) 
+ WV. Us yy + 6 Vovy + Qe (uy + Voxy) = 0 

Qy9 oxy + Q59 Voy + Q56 (us + Vony) 

(A-4) 

+ 216 Oo xx * Q06 Voxy + 266 (us, + Vo.) = 0 

Rather than proceed through the analysis in general fashion, we can 

immediately specialize the problem to orthotropic materials having their 
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principal axes aligned with the x- and y-directions of the slab, thus 

making 

M16 = % =O: 

This assertion makes the equilibrium equations 

Ort Yrs F 6 Yryy F (Qo * % 6) Yay = ? (A-5) 

266 Vax + 822 Veyy (G2 + % 6) Bray =O (A~6) 

Differentiating equation A-5 with respect to x gives 

Q11 Oo ex + 266 yy + (Qo + 66) Vo exy = 0. (A-7) 

Differentiating equation A-6 with respect to y gives 

266 Veuxy 202 Yryyy * C2 + % 6? Brxyy = © 

or 

Ly, (io + %6? 
XXY Qc6g = OY R66 xYY 

Combining equations A-7 and A-8 gives 

Qn xx * 66 Mey 

(A-9) 

(22 * %6? 
- Oe [Q55 Vovyy + (Q39 + Qee) Ys sy! = 0. 

Differentiating equation A-5 twice with respect to y and rearranging 

gives 

vee el, (A-10) 
xYYY (Qin + %e) ?xKYY — (Q)4 + QE) YY * 

This can be combined with equation A-9 and manipulated to give 

+ Au, + Bu, = 0, (A~11) u 
> xKXX XKVY VVVV 

where
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2 

    

ao 22 S12 2 a. *Y12, 
%6 81% A OY 

5 a 222, P2 
QO, OY 

Similar manipulations also yield 

Vv +A Voy +B (A-12) , Vv, = 0 XXXX XYyY Vyyvy 

with A and B defined as above. 

At this point we note that equations A-11 and A-12 have the same 

"with u and v, respec- form as equation 12, the "orthotropic biharmonic,' 

tively, in place of >. Solutions for u and v thus have the same series 

forms as those used for 9. 

It is the recommendation of the author that anyone attempting to 

find the general solution begin with all of the eligible polynomial 

terms (Equation 15) included in the assumed solution forms. After 

expressions for stress have been derived from these, the stresses on 

opposite boundaries can be added to and subtracted from each other. 

Likewise, the displacements on opposite boundaries can be added and 

subtracted. Then, and only then, should the researcher discard those 

polynomial terms not necessary to provide general solution forms (like 

equation 24) for each sum and each difference. In this fashion, some 

potential errors and extra work due to the subtlety of the solution can 

hopefully be avoided. 

With suitably complete solution forms for u and v, equations A-5 

and A-6 can be used to relate the coefficients of one of the solution 

forms to the coefficients of the other. This done, the solution becomes
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a problem in u or v alone. Next, any stress boundary conditions must be 

expressed in terms of displacements. Following the same basic path as 

the development for stress boundary conditions then leads to the dis- 

placement form of the solution.



Appendix B 

STRESS FUNCTIONS AND RESULTING 

STRESS EXPRESSIONS FOR CASES (1) AND (2) 

The stress functions used in the solution of Equation 12 can be 

broken into parts on the basis of the symmetry conditions of the terms. 

Thus, the total stress function is broken down as follows: 

®rotar ~ ss + Psat Sas + Pan 
where 

1 2,1 2, ° 
O56 ~ 2 Ress® * 2 ®yes* + ) Xiss08 (OY) + ) Yasso08 (B®) 

n=0 n=0 

1 2 . ° 
Pon = 7 Ryea* y + ) X asta (aly) + ) Yusaces (8%) 

n=1 n=0 

1 2, ° 
Pas ~ 2 Ryas*®¥ + ) Xias°°8 (Oy) + ) Ynag? ta (b,x) 

n=0 n=1 

eo eo 

WN = Rak) + ) KX agsinla_y) + ) Ynaaein(s x). 

n=1 n=1 

In these expressions, the terms X , x > x » and X are functions 
nss nsa nas naa 

of x, while the terms Y > Y > Y » and Y are functions of y. 
nss nsa nas naa 

The forms of these functions depend on the roots to the governing 

differential equation (12), as discussed in Chapter 4, and are presented 

later. The terms R > R » R » Rk » and R are arbitrary con- 
xSS yss ysa xas aa 

stants. 

Using the definition of the stress function (Equation 9), stresses 

are derived from the stress function by differentiation. These stresses 

can also be broken up on the basis of the symmetry of the stress func- 

tion to give 
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xy xySss xysa xyas xyaa 

where 

2 
_ 9 

Oss - 2 ® 55 
oy 

T =- a" > ete 
xyas dxdy ‘as ” ° 

With these terms defined, we have the following component stresses for 

O 3: 
x xo . 

= _ 2y ( ) + y ¢" (8 x) 

Oss Rss ) Gn nss~°* a nss°°® n* 

n=0 n=0 

co 

2 . tt! 

Ocsa ) Ox eas tn (oy) + ) Ynsaces (8%) 

n=1 n=0 

Co 

2 " 

Oxas = Ras - OX asl 08 (oY) + ) Y nagota (8 ®) 

n=0 n=1 

Co 

2 
tt 

° =- ) aX sin(ay) + ) Y_ sin(8 x) 
xaa n naa n naa n 

=] n=1 

Similarly, for Oy? 

Coon co 2 

Cyss 7 Rss + ) X ggl08 (4,9) - ) BY asst08 (8*) 

n=0 n=0 

oon" eo 2 

Ovsa = R sal + knsaSin 9) - Pav asatos F,®) 

ad oo 
2 Oo = ) X 5cos (ay) - 2 PatnassiM(8,®)
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o = ) X agen toy) - I Paknaa®in(@,® 

Finally, for Tay? 

oo 00 
' t 

Txyss = ) xg g Stoo, y) + ) Pa neg2tt(8,*) 

n=1 n= 

CO 1 co 

vxysa = “Ro sa* - D OX sar 08 (4, y) + ) pn -ga8in (Bx) 

n=l n=1 

2 ~ ' 

‘xvas = as” + Tax, x asein (ay) - ot Pa%nas 08 (FQ®) 

°° 5 

vyaa = “Ron - bn Fnaa’os gy - I i'n" aa008 (8,8) 

In all of the above expressions, 

_ d 
XxX = ax Xx 

2 tt 

xX --5x 

dx 

ry
 il | 

ra 

For the cases of real roots to Equation 12 (roots falling into cases 1 

and 2), the expressions for X's, Y's, and their derivatives are as 

follows. 

Case 1: Roots Real and in Pairs (+u, +v; u, v > 0; u # v) 
  

The functions X and Y are given by



nss 

nsa 

nas 

naa 

nss 

nsa 

nas 

naa 

The first 

nss 
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SS1_cosh(ua_x)/cosh(ua. 2) 

SAl_cosh(ua_x)/cosh(ua, 2) 

AS1_sinh(ua x) /cosh(ua_ 2) 

AAL_sinh(ua_x)/cosh(ua_ 2) 

SS2_cosh(u8 y)/cosh(uB t) 

SA2_sinh(u8 y)/cosh(u8 t) 

AS2_cosh(u8 y)/cosh(u8 t) 

AA2 sinh(u8 y)/cosh (uB t) 

derivatives of these are 

+ 

+ 

+ 

-+- 

+ 

+ 

SS3_cosh(vo_x)/cosh(va, 2) 

SA3_cosh(va_x)/cosh(va_%) 

AS3_sinh(va_x)/cosh (vo. 2) 

AA3_sinh(va_x)/cosh(va_ 2) 

Ss4_cosh(vB_y)/cosh(v8 t) 

SA4_sinh(vB_y)/cosh(v8 t) 

AS4_cosh(w3_y) /eosh(v8_t) 

AA4 sinh(vB y)/cosh(v8 t) 

SS1_ (ua )sinh(ua_x)/cosh(ua, 2) 

+ SS$3_ (va) sinh (va_x)/cosh(va, 2) 

SAl_ (ua) sinh(ua_x) /cosh(ua_ 2) 

‘ Q + SA3 (va) sinh (vo_x)/cosh(va_ 2) 

AS1_ (ua )cosh(ua_x)/cosh(ua_ 2) 

+ AS3 (va )cosh(va_x)/cosh(va, 2) 

AAL (ua_)cosh(ua_x)/cosh(ua_ 2) 

+ AA3 (va) cosh (vo._x) /cosh(va. 2) 

S82 (u8_)sinh(u8 _y)/cosh(u8 t) 

+ SS4_(v8_)sinh(vB_y)/cosh(v8 t)
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SA2_(u8 )cosh(u8 y)/cosh(u8 t) 

+ SA4 (vB )cosh(vB_y)/cosh(v8 t) 

AS2_(u8_)sinh(uB_y)/cosh(uB t) 

+ AS4 (v8 )sinh(vB y)/cosh(v8 t) 

AA2 (uB )cosh(u8_y)/cosh(uB t) 

+ AA4 (vB )cosh(v8 y)/cosh(v8_t) 

The second derivatives are 

" 

Xx 
nss 

$S1_(ua_,)“cosh(uat_x) /cosh(uo._£) 

+ $83 (va_,) “cosh (vo. x) /cosh (va.,,2) 

SAl_(ua_,)“cosh(ua_x) /cosh(ua.£) 

+ SA3_(vo_,)“cosh(vo_x) /cosh (vat, 2) 

ASL_ (uct) “sinh (uotx) /cosh (uot_,2) 

+ AS3_(va_,) “sinh (va_x) /cosh (vo.,2) 

AL. (uct.,) “sinh (uo._x) /cosh (uct 2) 

+ AA3_(va_,) “sinh (vax) /cosh (va, 2) 

$$2_(uB_)cosh(u8_y)/cosh(uB_t) 

+ S84_(v8_)“cosh(v8_y)/cosh(v8_t) 

SA2_(u8_)sinh(uB_y)/cosh(u8_t) 

+ sa‘ (v8_)“sinh(v8_y)/cosh(v8_t)
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AS2_(uB_)*cosh(u8_y)/cosh(ué_t) 

+ AS4_ (vB_)*cosh(vB_y) /cosh(v8_t) 

AA2 (u8_)“sinh(u8_y)/cosh(ug_t) 

+ AAS (vB_)*sinh(v8_y)/cosh(vB_t) 

Case 2: Roots Real and Equal in Pairs (+u; u > 0) 
  

The functions X and Y are given by 

Xx 
nss 

Xx 
nsa 

Xx 
nas 

x 
naa 

nss 

nsa 

nas 

Y 
naa 

The first 

[SS1_cosh(ua_ x) 

[SAL _cosh(ua._x) 

[AS1_sinh(ua_x) 

[AAL_sinh(uc_x) 

[SS2_cosh(uB_y) 

[SA2_sinh(u8 y) 

[AS2_ cosh(uB y) 

[AA2 sinh(uf_y) 

+ SS3 uo xsinh (uc x) ]/cosh(ua_ 2) 

+ SA3_uo_xsinh(ua_x) ]/cosh(ua_ 2) 

+ AS3_ua_xcosh(ua_x) ]/cosh(ua, 2) 

+ AA3 juc_xcosh (ua._x)]/cosh(ua_ 2) 

+ S84 u8 ysinh(u8 y)]/cosh(uB t) 

+ SA4 us yeosh(u8 y)]/cosh(u8 t) 

+ AS4_u8_ysinh(u8 y)]/cosh(uf t) 

+ AA4 u8 ycosh(u8 y)]/cosh(u8 t) 

derivatives of these are 

ua [ (ssl + SS3_)sinh(ua_x) 

= ua _[ (SAL, + SA3_,)sinh(ua_x) 

= ua_[ (AS + AS3_)cosh(uo._x) 

= uo [ (AA + AA3_)cosh(ua_x) 

= ub [(SA2_ + SA4_)sinh(uB y) 

+ S$3_ua_xcosh(ua_x)]/cosh (ua, 2) 

+ SA3 ud xcosh(ua_x) ]/cosh(ua, 2) 

+ AS3 ua _xsinh(ua_x)]/cosh(ua 2) 

+ AA3 u nxSsinh (ua_x) ]/cosh (ua %) 

+ SA4_uB ycosh(u8 y)]/cosh(ub t)
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Vasa 7 US, [(SA2, + SA4 )cosh(u8 y) + SA4 uB ysinh(u8 y)]/cosh(u8 t) 

Yuag 7 US, [(AS2, + AS4 )sinh(ug_y) + AS4 uB ycosh(uB y)/cosh(uB t) 

Yona = uB [(Aa2_ + AA4 )cosh(u8 y) + AA4 (u8 ysinh(u8 y)/cosh(u8 t) 

The second derivatives are given by 

Ke = (ua_,)*[ (S81, + 2883 _)cosh(ua_x) 

+ S$3_uo_xsinh(ua_x)]/cosh(ua_ 2) 

XK. = (uo) [(SAL, + 2SA3_)cosh(uc._x)] 

+ SA3_ua_xsinh(uoa_x)]/cosh(ua_ 2) 

Ke = (ua) (ASL, + 2AS3 )sinh(ua_x) 

+ AS3_uo_xcosh(ua_x) ]/cosh(ua, 2) 

Ko, = (uo,)*[(AAL, + 2Aa3_) sinh (ua._x) 

+ AA3 uo_xcosh(ud_x)]/cosh(ua_ 2) 

Vice = (u8_)°[(S82, + 2884 _)cosh(uB_y) 

+ SS4_uB ysinh(u8 y)]/cosh(u8 t) 

Yon = (u8_)*[(SA2_, + 2SA4_)sinh(u8_y) 

+ SA4 us ycosh(u8_y)]/cosh(uB t) 

Yigg = (u8,)*[(aS2, + 2A84_)eosh(ub_y) 

+ AS4 u8 ysinh(u8S y)]/cosh(u8 t) 

Yong = (uB,)[(Aa2, + 2AA4 )sinh(us_y) 

+ AA4 uB ycosh(us y)]/cosh(uB t)



Appendix C 

EQUATIONS TO BE SOLVED 

For each symmetry condition (SS, SA, AS, and AA) two infinite 

series of equations are generated. These have the forms 

co 

SS1 + (CELA > + (ElA,) ) (E1B__)SS2 
n=l pn n 

= (ELA) { (ELC) + ) ey ep? 

and 

(F1A,) ) (F1B vst, + SS2 

n=1 P P 

Cc 

= (FlA_){(F1C_) + FID. )} . (FIA) {(FLC,) 2S on) 

Truncating these equations and putting them into matrix form gives (for 

each symmetry case) the matrix equation 

, E] {ssi PL 

F, I SS2 P2 

where, after partitioning, [I] is the identity matrix, [E] and [F] are 

square matrices dependent on material properties and slab geometry; 

{P1} and {P2} are column vectors dependent on material properties, 

slab geometry, and boundary conditions; and {SS1} and {SS2} are column 

vectors containing the unknown constant coefficients of the series 

stress function. Solving for {SS1} and {S852} gives 

55
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{ss2} [ (11 - [Fie] ]~*{{e2} - {F]{P1} 

{ssl} = {pr} - [E]{ss2} . 

Each component of these vectors is then used in an explicit expression 

for a corresponding component of the {SS3} or {$84} vectors to give 

the rest of the series solution. The constant coefficients of poly- 

nomial terms are then solved for, thus giving the complete solution for 

the stress function and, hence, the stress field in the slab. 

The actual equations used for solution depend on the roots of the 

governing equation (Equation 12) and are presented later in this ap- 

pendix. Before this can be done, however, the input boundary conditions 

must be represented as Fourier coefficients. These are given as 

follows: 

t 

Ch = | Oo (L,y)cos(a y)dy 

-t 

t 

Co. = | 0 (-2,y)cos(a_y)dy 

-t 

Z 

C2, = | 0, (x, t)cos(B_x)dx 

-2 

Q 

Cha = | 0, (x, >t) cos (Box) dx 

-2 

ct 

Co. | Thy Usy)cos (oly) dy 

-t



6n 

7n 

8n 

in 

2n 

3n 

4n 

5n 

6n 

7n 
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t 

| Thy (-# sy) cos (oy) dy 

-t 

Q 

| Tey 2b) c0s (8 x) dx 

-2 

QL 

| Ty 2 7E) cos (Bx) dx 

t 

| 0 (2,y)sin(a_y)dy 

-t 

t 

| oO (-2,y)sin(a_y)dy 

-t 

g 

| oO, (x, t)sin(8 x)dx 

-2 

Q 

| 0, (x,-t)sin(8 x) dx 

-2 

t 

| Tyy Us y)sin(ay)dy 

-f 

Ct 

| Thy Ay) sin(aly)dy 

=-t 

Q 

| Tyy Oe t)sin(8 x)dx 

-2
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2 

Sen = | Tyy (&»-t) sin (Bx) dx . 

~% 

where 

- oT = a7 
Oy t and Ba Q 

These terms can be summed in Fourier series to give the boundary condi- 

tions in the form 

co 

_ tl 1 . 
o (yy) = 1 + ) IC, cos (ay) + Sy sin(a_y)] . 

oO n=1 n n 

The sums and differences of stress on opposing boundaries can be expres-— 

sed using Fourier coefficients with the forms 

t 

1+2 | [o, (2,9) + 0 (-2,y) ]cos(a_y)dy 

-t 

QD
 i 

Q 
( 

7-8 | [Ty Oe) 7 Tyy Oe -t) ]sin (6 x) dx . 

~2 

S 

Note that, due to linearity, 

With these terms defined, we can now list the equations needed to solve 

cases (1) and (2). 

Case 1: Roots Real and in Pairs (+u, +v; u,v > 0; u # u) 
  

Symmetric x, symmetric y (SS):
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co 

  

  

  

  

  

  

Co 

SS1_ + (ELA E1B SS2. = (ELA ELC + ELD p + CELA) ) (E1B,,)882, = (Ela) {(Elc,) + ) (E1D,)} 
n=l n=l 

Co CO 

FLA FIB__)SS1_ + SS2_ = (F1lA_){(F1C_) + FID )} ( pL! on) SSt, > = (FIA, ){ (FIC, ) LS on) 

where 

_ 1 
ElA, 7 9 utanh(ua 2) 

2a°t}1 - ——_——_P — 
Pp vtanh (vo. 2) 

n+p ,3 uw uv’ 
ELB on = -4(-1) =| (as y2 ; 2] - wa 2 , 2 J senncoe,0 

nh P n Pp 

5 
-_ 5-6p 

ELC, 7 | seateSy + Cae 

n-+p ve 
ElD = 2(-1) B S 

pn n UE (war ay? + a] 7-8n 

n P 

_ 1 
Fla. - utanh(uf t) 

2872 Ll - ————__ 2 
Pp vtanh(uB t) 

3 2 
FIB = -4(-1)9*Pq? v - a tanh(ua_ 2) 

pn "TL tqua.)* + B21 [(va)* + 87] n 
n Pp n Pp 

S 
- _ 7-8p 

FIC, ratty + Sse 

n+p ve 
FLD = 2(-1) a S . 

pn n 2 2 5-6n 
tl(va Jo + Bo 

Then, using these coefficients, 

L 35 -6p 
S83, = vtanh(vaD) | 5 - $81 utanh (ua) 

Pp 20 ¢
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  SS4_ = L "7-8p - §S3 utanh(uf8 t) 
P vtanh(v8 t) , 2 Pp 4 P 

P Bo 

_ il n = 
Ress > Te C142, - J (-1)" =[ss2_utanh(uB_t) + S84 vtanh(v8 t)] 

1 ° On 
Ross = az © 7 oo —'ss1 putanh (ua, 2) + SS3 nvtanh (va, 2) ] 

45 

Symmetric x, antisymmetric y (SA): 

xo 

SAL, + (E2A,) ) (E2B )SA2, = (E2A, ){(E2c,) + 5 (E2D__)} 
Pon=l n=l =P" 

© 

(F2A,) ) (F2B SAL, + SA2, il (F2a, ){(F2C, ) + y (F2D )} 

  

  

P n=l n=1 

where 

_ 1 

E2A 7 3 utanh(ua 2%) 
2a t] 1 - —_—_____P _ 

P vtanh(vo., 2) 

2 2 
(uB_) (vB) 

E2B a 4(-1)PMy x 7 5 5 tanh(u8 t) 

P [(uB,)" +05] [(vB,)” + a8] 

E2C ~ vtanh (va. 2) ~ 5142p 

2 
(WB) S3-4n 

2 P 2 2 [(v8,)" + 0] 2672 
  E2D. = 4(-1)? Mg 

pn 

1 
9 tanh(uB t) 

2B uO tanh(vB t) 

  F2A = 
Pp
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F2B = 4(-1)?7u028 tanh(ua 2) 
pn n p n 

  

1 1 

| ((wo,)" +B] [wa,)” + 80) | 

  

  

  

  

  

C 
- Vv ~ ¢.1\P 3-4o 

F2C 5748p + tanh (v8 ,t) C3_4p (-1) Bot 

ptn P F2D._ = 2(-1)P"" ——___P___ ¢ . 
pn 2 2 5-6n 

t{(va_) + BO 

Further SA relations are 

-1 Cs_6p 
SA3 = vtanh(va Q) 5 + SAL utanh (ua #) 

P 2a_t 
P 

- tanh(uB t) C3 4p 

SAG = ~ | SA2 tanh(vB t) 2 
P P Pp 28 Rtanh(vf t) 

Pp p 

R = C3_ Ao 

ysa 4£t 

Antisymmetric x, Symmetric y (AS): 

AS1 + (E3A E3B AS2 = (E3A E3C + E3D > + (E3A,) } (ESB, )AS2, = (E3A,) {(E3C,) ) (3D) 
n=1 n=l 

ce co 

F3A F3B__)AS1 + AS2. = (F3A F + F3D__)} (F3A,) ) (F3B, ASL, > = (F3A,)(F3¢,) + ) (F3D,)) 
n=1 n=1 

where 

_ 1 

ESA, - 9 tanh(ua 2) 
“ _~ y ——__ PP _ 

Za,,t ad tanh (vo, 2)
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2 2 [(vB,)° + 04) 

  tanh (uo 2) 

EB > “DMaegegsannto 0 | 1 

[(uB_)? + 07] n P 

C 
_ Vv _ ¢.1\P _1-20 

Dp 3546p + tanh (va, 2) C120 (-1) oe 

6) 

= 2(-1)P™ —__P__¢ 
Live)? bas) 78 

1 
a utanh(uf t) 

aste[ a - sae 

2 2 
= 4(-1)P*g (uo (vor, ) 

"Liga? + 82) Ewa)? 
Tl Pp n 

___ “7-87 g 

vtanh(v6 t) 3+4p 

  

  

2 

p+n (va) Chon 

= 2(-1)" 8, 2,2. 2 
[(va_) + 8! ant 

1 | red 
= ———————— | AS] tanh(ua 2) + -—— 

P tanh (va. 2) [ P Pp J07t 

P 

-1 C7 8p > = Jtanh (web) } 2, + AS2 utanh(uS t) 

P BS 

_ C120 

4Qe ° 

Antisymmetric x, antisymmetric y (AA): 

co 

AAL, + (E4A,) ) (E4B)AA2 = (EA4 |) { (EAC) + } 
n=1 pn
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F4A F4B AAL + AA2 = (F4A F4C + F4D ( 2S on MAL, > 7 (F4A,) { (FAC) LS on 

where 

_ 1 
EAA, ~ 5 tanh(ua_ 2) 

2a,,¢ uy tanh (va, ) 

2 2 

EAB an = cours | 5 a 7 5 tanh(u6 t) 

[8° +05] [(v8)* + 05] 

— _ Vv —_ 

EAC - tanh (va, 2) S1-2p OSs 6p 

2 
(vB_) 

EAD on 2(-1)P™ 7 83-40 
BLLWv8 ) + an! 

_ 1 

FAA 2 tanh(uf8 t) 

2B Rju -v ——_____P__ 
Pp tanh(vé t) 

2 2 

F4B_ = 4(-1)P*y? u - —_¥ tanh(ua. 2) 
pn "1 [qua.)? + 87) L(wa.)* + 87] a 

n P n P 

F4C_ = ——~—-—~ 5 -C 
Pp tanh(vB t) 3-4p 7+8p 

2 
(va_) 

MD on 2(-1)P™ IT Shion 
a tivo.) + BS! 

Also, 

-1 $1-2p AA3. = tanh(va, By AAL tanh (uo. 2) + 5 

2a ¢ 
Pp
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AAG = —_!___ AA2 tanh(u8 t) + "3-4p p tanh(v@ t) P P 292 P Bo 

R =- 5460 - 5 (-1)" ER aa? tanh(u8 t) + AA4 tanh(v8 t) ] aa 4t t nD nen n=1 

Case 2: Roots Real and Equal in Pairs (+u, v > 0) 
  

Symmetric x, symmetric y (SS): 

  

  

  

  

  

SSl1_ + (ElA E1B )SS2. = (E1A EIC ) + EID )} >t p 2! on) 982, = (E1A,){ (ELC) ax om 

FLA FIB )SS1 + SS2 = (FIA FIC ) + Flip )} (FlA,) ) (FIB, S81, > * (Fla,){(Fic,) +) (FID, 
n=l 1 

where 

ElA = 7 5 
P ud, £tanh ua % 

Zot} 1 - toan(ualk) + uae 
Pp Pp 

3 
pin (ub) Ell 

ELB on = 4(-1) Tas) + 2] Cas 2 , 2 tanh(u8_t) tanh (ub_t) r ube -~ 1 

n Pp 

o., #tanh (uc, 2) 

ELC, ~ C1425 * tanh(ua, &) + uote S5_6p 

3 
(uB_) Ell 

- _ ptn nh pn 
EID, 2(-1) So _g. 

[(u8,)° + a] ug" 2[tanh(u8_t) + uB_t] 

[(u8,)” = of] 
E11 = 2- ) conn cut t) tub t 

pa ( [(uB,)* + 05] ° °
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FlIA = 1 5 

P 9 uB t tanh uB t 

28°2}1 - ———2 P 
P tanh(u8 t) + uf t 

P Pp 

3 
(ua_) F1l 

+n n n FIB.. = 4(-1)? tanh(ua 2) —L -1 
pn [(uo,,)? + 87] n tanh (ua 2) + ua & 

Bot tanh(u8 t) 

FIC, =~) Cauap t [tanh (Bt) + uff] S7_gp 

in (ua 3 F1l 

PD on 2(-1)P 7 2 m S5-6n 
[ (ua) + 8! ua_t{tanh(ua_ 2) + ud 2] 

2 2 
[ (ua, ) - 8 

Flt on = 2- a tanh (ua, 2) + uo & 

[(ua_) + a) 

Also, 

SS3. = tanh(ua 5 Tun 2 + Ss _¢ -~ SS1_ tanh(ua »| 

1 1 
SS4_ = S 

Pp tanh(uf t) + ube os 7-8p 
  - $82. can (08,0 

xss Ze 1420 

oO uB 
_ Lov —= [ss2,, tanh(uB t) 

+ SS4_ {tanh (u6_t) + uB th]
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- i 
Ross ~ 4g C3440 

o n ue, 
oP —z- [ssl tanh(ua_2) 

+ ss3 {tanh (uo. 2) + ua L+] 

Symmetric x, antisymmetric y (SA): 

oo oO 

SAL, + (£24,) » (E2B )SA2, = (E2A, ){(E2C,) + ) (E2D__)} 
P n=l n=l pn 

co 

(F2A) ) (F2B, SAL, + SA2,, (F2A, ){(F2C, ) + (F2D, >? 

  

  

P n=l n=1 

where 

E2A = L 5 

P ua & tanh’ (ua 2) 

2a t - P —P 
tanh (ua, 2) + uo & 

E2B = 4 E21 tanh(u8 t) 
pn pn n 

a 2 tanh (ua, a) 
  

  

  

  

E2C ~ tanh (uo, 2) + a 2 Cs _ —6p ~ Si42p 

(uB )? Q C 
E2D on = 2 | yee —, +> - m1, | —s 

[Cub + a Be 

2 2 
(uB_)~a (u8_) 

E21. = (-1)P™ 3 ss a ( = 5 -:) tanh(u8_t) 
pe [@uB)° + a5) Ya \TCuB)” + 0] 

F2A, ~ 28 £tuB t - [1 + SEE tanh(u8 t)]tanh(uB_t)} 
Pp P Pp P P
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nae 
ne F21 

+n np pm 
F2B.. = 4(- 1)P tanh (ua Oe - 

pn [ (ua, 2 + 8°] tanh (ua_ 2) + ak 

+ t tanh t 

F2C_ = 5S , evr, 2 Fp ane 
Pp 7+8p Bt ~5-60 Bt 3-4p 

Pp p 

F2D = 2 (-1)P™ 2 npn C 
pn tL (ua, 2 + a 2, [tanh (uo, 2) + ua ¥] 5-6n 

2(wo,,)° 

F21 = tanh(ua 2) - tanh(ua 2) + ua 2. 
pn n 2 2 n n 

[(ua_)~ + 87] 
n P 

Also, 

-1 a 
SA3_ = SAl tanh(ua &) + 

Pp [tanh (ua. 2) + ua *] p P uot 

SA4_ = za se, tanh(ub t) + ae | 
P Pp 23° g , 

en 340 
ysa 4Qr 

Antisymmetric x, symmetric y (AS): 

ASL, + (E3A)) ) (ESB )AS2, = (E34, ){ (ESC, )+ } (ESD a)?! 
) n 

P n=1 n=1 

(F3A,) ) (F3B ASL, + AS2, = (F34, ){(F3C, )+ } (F3D } 
n Pp P n=l n=l 

where 

E3A = A 
Pp 2a ttua 2 - [1 + ud, & tanh (ua, 2) |tanh (uo, &) 5
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2 
uB a E31 

+n n pn 
E3B.. = 4(=1)? ———_7 2 __ tanh(uB t) |: - 

pn [(uB,)? + a n [tanh(uB t) + ub t] 

L+ 2 tanh Q 
E3C_ = S$ + (-1)F C + Wapt Fanhwua,”) C 

Pp 5+6p a 2 7-80 a 2 1-2p 
P Pp 

a E31 
_ +n p pn E3D__ = 2(-1)? C 

pn at (uB_)? + 0°] [tanh(u8 t) + ub t] 7-8n 

2 
2(uB) | 

E31 = tanh(u8 t) - tanh(u8 t) + uf t 
pn n 2 2 n n 

[Cub )> + an] 

F3A_ = i 
P 

  

2022 1- ube tanh’ (u8_t) 

P tanh (uf t) + ub it 

F3B = 4 F31 tanh(ua_ 2) 
pn pn n 

h Bt tan (uB t) 
  

  

FIC, ~ tanh (uf t) + ube C7_g5 ~ S 3445 

2 
(ua_) "6B 

P ait [ (ua) + Bo! P 

ua B (ua )? 

F31 = 2(-1)P™ 5 P 5 5 = 5 =| tanh (uc. 2) 
P af (ua)” + 897 L cca)” + 851 

    

  

-1 Cy_2 AS3_ = ASL tanh(ua_2) + P 
p ua & P p a 2 

p at 
Pp 

“1 ©F_8p 
AS4 = AS2. tanh(u8 t) + 

Pp tanh (ub \t) + ub it Pp p 2uBe
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Antisymmetric x, antisymmetric y (AA): 

oo oO 

AAL + (B4A,) ) EAB, JAMZ, (EAA) { (EAC, ) + LL (E4D 3 

  

  

  

  

  

  

4 = (F Ap) 2 (P48, )AAL, + AA2 (F4a){(F4C,) + 2 Fn} 

where 

ELA = 1 
p 2 (1 + ua_& tanh(ua_ 2) 

2ua til - P tanh(ua_ 2) 
ua_ 2 Pp 

Pp 

2 
= 4¢.1\Pm (uB_) E41 

EAB on = 4(-1) a 8 tanh(uf t) 1 -— 

[(ug.)* +07} 2 n ube 
n P 

1+ ua % tanh (uc. 2) 

Bc, = ae Si-2p ~ °546p 

(us)? EAL 
EAD on = 2(-1)P™ > 2 = 33 an 

[Cub ) + a | up Xt 

[(uB,)* = 02] 
F4l = uB t + | 1 - ——~>——_ | eanh(u8 t) 

pn n 2 2 n 
[(us_) + oO, | 

_ 1 
FAA 7 9 [1 + ub t tanh(uB \t)] 

2ub ik I - ube tanh (u¢)| 

in (ua) “a, F41 n 

F4B = 4(=1)P ——————— tanh(ua 2) 1 _ —2r 
pn 2 2 n ua & 

[ Cua) + cm n
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1+ t tanh Ct ub, an (ub ) 

FAC, = ube 5   

3-4p 7248p 

(ua)? FAL 
n “pn 

2 2 2 1-2n 
[Cua ) + eo! uo kt 

F4D.. = 2(-1)?™ 
pn 

  

  

2 2 
[Cua ) - §7] 

F41 = wog+ | 1 - —, tanh (ud 2) 
[ (ua) + BO. 

Also, 

-1 Si-2 
AA3_ = AA1L tanh(ua 2) + — <P 

P ua_& Pp P Dot 

P Pp 

-1 53 4 
AA4_ = AA2_ tanh(u8 t) + Pe 

Pp ube Pp Pp 2879 

Pp 

C co 
_ 5+60 n 8n 

Raa Ag ~ ) (-1) t 
n=l 

  [AA2 | tanh(u8 t) + AAG ub t]



Appendix D 

USER'S GUIDE FOR COMPUTER PROGRAM "GENLPKT" 

Input values for the program are contained in the subroutine 

"LOAD.'' To change these values, the subroutine is edited. If desired, 

the subroutine "IN," which calls "LOAD," could be modified to read input 

values from another file. The required input consists of values of keys 

IRANK, KSYM, KTYPE, KX, KY, LIX, L2X, LIY, L2Y, KSIGX, KSIGY, KTAU, 

IFLAG; the geometry terms L and T; the material properties El, E2, 

ANU12, G12; and the values of the Fourier terms Cl, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, 

C7, C8, Sl, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7 and S8. These variables are de- 

scribed as follows. 

IRANK - specifies number of series terms to be taken. 

1 < IRANK < 50 

KSYM - specifies symmetry of Airy stress function. KSYM=1 implies SS; 

KSYM=2 implies SA; KSYM=3 implies AS, KSYM=4 implies AA; and KSYM=5 

implies the purely general case (combining SS, SA, AS, and AA). 

KTYPE - specifies desired output. KTYPE=1 creates plots at constant y- 

values; KTYPE=2 causes the generation of plots at constant x; 

KTYPE=3 results in 3-D plots; KTYPE=4 results in printed output 

best suited to cuts at constant x; and KTYPE=5 generates printed 

output best suited to cuts at constant values of y. 

KX, KY - denote the frequencies of cut spacing taken in the x and y 

directions, respectively. A value of 1 results in every cut being 

output, 2 gives every second cut. etc. See next note for more 

information on cut spacing. 
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LIX, L2X - The locations of the first and last cuts in x. The first 

cut will be at X(L1X) and the last cut at X(L2X), where X(N) = -L 

+ N*L/25. Furthermore, since every KXth cut will be output, the 

difference (L2X-L1X) must be evenly divisible by KX. 

L1Y, L2Y - similar to L1X and L2X, except Y(N) = -T + N*T/25 and 

(L2Y-L1Y) must be evenly divisible by KY. 

KSIGX, KSIGY, KTAU - denote stresses for which plots (KYTPE=1, 2, or 3) 

are desired. A value of 1 for any of these variables will cause 

plots of the corresponding stress (KSIGX corresponds to OL» KS IGY 

to Oy, and KTAU to Ty? to be generated at the cuts specified by 

the other keys, provided that KTYPE=1, 2, or 3. Any value other 

than 1 for one of these will prevent the corresponding stress from 

being plotted. 

IFLAG - denotes a matrix solution parameter. If IFLAG=1, a solution for 

use with ill-conditioned matrices is used. If IFLAG # 1, a more 

standard matrix solution procedure is implemented. 

L, T - denote the half-lengths in the x and y directions, respectively 

(see Figure 2). Both are real-valued variables. 

El -— denotes Young’s modulus in the x-direction 

E2 — denotes Young's modulus in the y-direction. 

G12 - denotes the in-plane shear modulus. 

ANU12 - Poisson's ratio for transverse strain in the y-direction when 

stressed in the x-direction. 

CL(N), C2(N), ..., C8(N) - denote the Fourier cosine coefficients C 
ln?’ 

C “5 Ceo (see Appendix C). The n=0 terms are stored in the 
2n’
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N=51 locations. 

S1(N), S2(N), ..., S8(N) - denote the Fourier sine coefficients Som? 

S es Seo (see Appendix C). on? °°



Appendix E 

FLOW CHARTS FOR COMPUTER PROGRAM ''GENLPKT"” 
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PROGRAM ‘GENLPKT’ 
  

INITIALIZE ALL 
COEFFICIENTS 
TO ZERO 

  

  

  

CALL SUBROUTINE 

‘IN’ TO CALCULATE 
AND STORE VALUES 
OF GEOMETRY , 
MATL. PROPERTIES, 
INPUT LOADING , 

ANO KEYS 

t 
CALL SUBROUTINE 

‘EQCHK’ TO SEE IF 
APPLIED LOADS ARE 

IN EQUIL!BRILA 
CEQUIL = TRUE) 
OR NOT 
(EQUIL = FALSE ) 

  

  

          
TRUE 

FALSE 

“APPLIED LOADS NOT 
IN EQUILIBRIUM 

  

  

e 
  

CALL SUBROUTINE 

| ‘COEFF’ TO SOLVE 
| FOR COEFFICIENTS 
  TT 

Y 

  

CALL SUBROUTINE 

“BCCHK’ TO COMPARE 
CALCULATED BCUNDARY 

STRESSES TO INPUT 
  

¥     

CALL SUBROUTINE 
‘XANDY “ TO FIND 
DESIRED OUTPUT 
LOCATIONS FROM KEYS, 
THEN CALCULATE AND 
STORE STRESS VALUES 
AT THESE LOCATIONS 
  

' 
      CALL SUBROUTINE ‘OUT’) 

TO DETERMINE AND 
IMPLEMENT THE 
DESIRED OUTPUT 
  

4) 

' 

=~ sToP 

  

   



SUBROUTINE COEFF ' 
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ED 
    

  
MANIPULATE MATL. PROPERTIES 
TO FINO EIGENVALUES   
  

{ 
  

KASE =| 
    ' 
  

CALL ‘COEFF1’ 
WBROUTINE. TA 

SOLVE, FOR 
COEFFICIENTS           

  

  

  

  

    

CALL ‘COEFF2’ 
SUBROUTINE TO || 

SOLVE FOR 

COEFFICIENTS         

  

        
    

CALL ‘COEFF3’ 
SUBROUTINE, TO 

SOLVE FOR 
COEFFICIENTS 

  

A 
  

    O- 
  

  

PRINT ALL COEFFICIENTS 

FOR INSPECTION   
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SUBROUTINE. ‘COEFF t” 

(‘COEFFZ ' ano ‘COEFF 3‘ are inenticar ) 

( START } 

CALCULATE REPEATEDLY - 
USED VALUES 

  
  

    
  

    

  

   IS KSYM 

EQUAL TO L 
oR 5 ?        

  
    

FiLL. MATRICES FILL MATRICES 

FOR S-S CASE FOR S-A CASE 

  

  
  

  
  
  

      
  

      
  

  
  

  
    

‘ 

CALL SUBROUTINE . , 
‘MATRIX’ TO FIND ee 
SSi,. ANO S82, T° anD wy 

FROM MATRICES | A ae sa 
| t 

soe SS ANC FIND SA3. AND Sad, 
" FROM SAL, ANO SAZ.     
  

  
      

  

_ SSL. AND S$S2. 

Sg
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IS KSYM 
EQUAL TO 4 

  

  

oR S ?     FILL MATRICES 

FOR A-S CASE 
  

  

  

  t   

  

FILL, MATRICES 

  

        

      
CALL ‘MATRIX ‘ FOR A-A CASE 

TO FINO 
AST. ANG AS82. | 1 

CALL ‘MATRIX ' 
x TO FINO 

FIND AS3. ANO AS4, AAL, AND AAZ, 
FROM ASL. ANO ASZ.           

      FIND AA3. AND AA4, 

FROM AAL, AND AAZ.         
  

SOLVE FOR CONSTANT 

COEFFICIENTS OF 

POLYNOMIAL PART 

OF SOLUTION       
  

RETURN



Appendix F 

TEST CASES 

To demonstrate the usefulness of the computer program developed for 

this thesis, two test loadings were chosen and analyzed. "Exact" 

solutions were generated using 35 and 50 terms in the series solutions. 

Plots were generated taking cuts at constant x/% equal to 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 

0.6, and 0.8 with -t < y < t. In all cases, t = 1.0, while % = 1.0, 

2.0, 4.0, and 6.0. Thus the slabs analyzed had aspect ratios A.R. = 

R/t = 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, and 6.0. 

The analysis also involved two different materials One of these 

was isotropic with the properties of steel: 

_ 6. EL = E. = 30.0 x 10 psi 

12.0 x 10° psi Gio 

v 0.25 
12 

The other material was orthotropic, having the properties of 

unidirectional graphite/epoxy from [13]: 

E 19.2 x 10° psi 
1 

6 . 
E, = 1.56 x 10 psi 

G,, = 0.82 10° si 12 . x p 

V9 = 0.238 . 

The loadings, to be referred to subsequently as the "tensile 

coupon" and “rail shear" cases, are described as follows. 
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“Tensile Coupon" Load Case 
  

The "tensile coupon" test has the following boundary conditions: 

T tt) = 0 for -£ < x < ~(0.95)2 xy ¥ ott) or ~-£ << x < ~(0.95) 

~(0.90)2 < x < (0.90)2 

(O.95)2<x<2 

= +(20)t/2 for -(0.95)2 < x < -(0.90)2 

= +(20)t/2 for (0.90)2 < x < (0.95)2 

TT (+2, = 0 xy‘ y) 

J (+h,y) = 0 

o ett) =O. y +t) 

These boundary conditions (see Fig. 14) are chosen to give a very crude 

approximation of the stresses on a rectangular coupon clamped in a test 

rig and being pulled for the determination of tensile strength. The 

non-zero values of boundary shear are selected to give an average normal 

stress O,. of magnitude 1.0 when the applied stresses have diffused com- 

pletely. 

"Rail Shear" Load Case 

The "rail shear" test has the boundary conditions 

Tagy Hott) = 1.0 for -(0.80)% < x < (0.80)% 

= 0 for -£ < x < -(0.80)%, (0.80)2 <x < 2 

3t 
ao (x,t+t) = + y +t) + x for -(0.80)% < x < (0.80)2 

(0.64)2 
2 

=0 for -& < x < -(0.80)2, (0.80)2 <x <2
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oO (+h,7) =O. 

These conditions (see Fig. 15) are a rough approximation of the stress 

on a panel being tested in a rail shear test. A more realistic set of 

boundary conditions would include displacement boundary conditions, 

which are not usable with the computer program of this thesis. 

It should be noted that the maximum magnitude of 0, (x, tt) decreases 

as the aspect ratio (2/t) is increased.
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AN EXACT PLANE-STRESS SOLUTION 

FOR A CLASS OF PROBLEMS IN ORTHOTROPIC ELASTICITY 

by 

David A. Erb 

(ABSTRACT) 

An exact solution for the stress field within a rectangular slab 

of orthotropic material is found using a two-dimensional Fourier series 

formulation. The material is required to be in plane stress, with gen- 

eral stress boundary conditions, and the principle axes of the material 

must be parallel to the sides of the rectangle. 

Two load cases similar to those encountered in materials testing 

are investigated using the solution. The solution method developed is 

seen to have potential uses in stress analysis of composite structures.


